
Comms-Tech Editorial Task Force meeting July 16 2014 
 
NEXT MEETING: Wed. July 30 4pm-5:30 To join the call phone 718-303-3204 /then press 6/ enter 
conference 2000# Or via the web: https://live.mayfirst.org/mexcla/en/2000   
 
NOTES 
1) Introductions: Alfredo-NY/MayFirst/People Link Comms-Tech Co-Coordinator, Angela- 
Philly, Anna- Atlanta/Outreach-PMA working group liaison, Clayton- Denver 
Jackie-Pittsburgh Comms-Tech Co-Coordinator 
 
Alfredo gave a little background on the lawsuit Mayfirst is involved in to sue the UK government 
over internet surveillance. He also mentioned that there is a new threat to net neutrality in the 
appropriations bill being discussed in Congress at this moment. These are issues relevant to our 
work and to the movements we work with, so we want to be sure our working group members are 
aware of these developments. We need to help educate others about the importance of net 
neutrality and communications privacy for the movements we work with. 
  
2) Comms-Tech Goals:  
We discussed the communications and technology goals that guide our work. Angela and 
Clayton provided an initial proposal, which was discussed and expanded/revised in the 
discussion. This is the set of goals we agreed to and will use to guide our work.  
 
USSF Communications Goals 
1. Provide clear, compelling information on how to get involved with USSF   
     a. Clearly define and communicate what the USSF is* 
     b. Clearly define the work that needs to be done/ How people & groups can participate 
        i. Organize/Participate in People’s Movement Assembly 
        ii. Participate in National Working Group 
        iii.  Participate in Local Working Group 
        iv. Organize to attend convergences 
2. Generate visibility and excitement for the USSF 
     a. Create a broad, yet recognizable USSF identity 
     b. Clearly defined an effective media strategy to guide the development of tech framework 

and all other working groups 
3.  Recognize communications strategy as part of ongoing movement building process  
4.  Practice the intentionality of the USSF in our communications work—that is, leadership 

comes from groups most impacted and oppressed by capitalism. 
     a. ensure that our communications effectively reaches those with fewest resources and access 

to mainstream communications. 
 
*We had a longer discussion about the challenges we have to convey what the USSF is. USSF-3 
is something different from the previous two. It is polycentric-spread over place and time. It is 
also more focused on moving from being a space of convergence to being a place where we build 
unity of action & purpose. Some have called this moving from convergence to cohesion. The 
three questions that help orient the conversations in the USSF process will help provide this 
unity. 

https://live.mayfirst.org/mexcla/en/2000


 
 
3) Discussion of FRAMES document and how it applies to our messaging work. The document 
highlights aspects of effective communication strategies, and we discussed these in light of our 
draft Call for participation. This document will help guide the work in all the centers and 
working groups, so we are spending time developing it before introducing it at the next NPC 
meeting (2nd Tuesday in August). 
 
As part of this discussion, we generated this list of the audience for our communications work: 

Make communications accessible to audiences: 
* those most harshly affected by capitalism 
* existing activists 
* those who lack transportation 
* grassroots organizations (low-income, mostly local focus-not used to thinking about 
national and international movements, many are motivated by survival concerns) 
* youth 
* queer 
* people of color 
* elders 
* National Planning Committee-internal USSF communications  
 
Secondary Audience: *Movements outside US- in World Social Forum process  

 
 
    *Draft Outreach piece-- AT:  https://pad.riseup.net/p/AhOzjsMtiPsN 
    *Logo—Follow up needed 
Jackie and Alfredo will work with the input on the draft and put forward a revised document 
based on discussion. Next meeting will review. 
 
5) Newsletter-overview and update/discussion on next issue content  
More on this next meeting. Jackie has asked for volunteers to help learn the mechanics of 
production of newsletter to take over some of her work on this. 
    *Goal is to have monthly newsletter—target deadlines are 15th of the month. 
      Deadline for late summer issue August 18 
    *Newsletter purpose and content 
           Report on newsletter work in 2012 
6) Writers network re-activation-Tabled  
NEXT MEETING: Wed. July 30 4pm 
 
 
Action Items: 
 Anna and Angela will work on integrating work from PMAs into our consideration of audiences 
 Clayton and Angela-task force to work on social media policy 
 Jackie will send notes and revise communications statement 
 Will have communications piece to present to the NPC on August Call—Alfredo to bring this to 

ACT to get on NPC agenda—early in the call so there is space for discussion and questions. 
 

http://wiki.ussocialforum.net/images/8/82/FRAMES.pdf
https://pad.riseup.net/p/AhOzjsMtiPsN
http://wiki.ussocialforum.net/images/2/24/Orientation_to_USSF_Communications_Tools.pdf
http://wiki.ussocialforum.net/images/0/0c/Report_on_USSF_Updates_2012_rev.pdf

